How Humans Evolved Large Brains: Comparative Evidence
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The human brain is about three times as large as that of our closest living relatives, the great apes. Overall brain size is a good predictor of cognitive performance in a variety of tests in primates. Therefore, hypotheses explaining the evolution of this remarkable difference have attracted much interest. In this review, we give an overview of the current evidence from comparative studies testing these hypotheses. If cognitive benefits are diverse and ubiquitous, it is possible that most of the variation in relative brain size among extant primates is explained by variation in the ability to avoid the fitness costs of increased brain size (allocation trade-offs and increased minimum energy needs). This is indeed what we find, suggesting that an energetic perspective helps to complement approaches to explain variation in brain size that postulate cognitive benefits. The expensive brain framework also provides a coherent scenario for how these factors may have shaped early hominin brain expansion.

During most of the past 30 years, there were two major approaches to explain the evolution of larger brains relative to the overall trend with body size. Although analyses of evolutionary changes in the size of a structure rarely need to be concerned about the energetic costs of its production or maintenance, one approach has stressed that because of the high metabolic costs of brain tissue, brains can increase in size only if the additional energy costs can somehow be met. Another approach, while recognizing these costs, focused on the enhanced cognitive abilities in the ecological or social domain of larger brains and on the fitness benefits this brings to their owners by increasing survival or reproductive output. Because selection can only favor an increase in the size of a structure relative to its ancestral state if the net balance of fitness costs and benefits is positive (Fig. 1), it is clear that the two approaches necessarily complement each other.

The first aim of this review is to integrate cost and benefit approaches in a predictive model to explain the existing variation in brain size by taking a broad comparative perspective, considering primates and other mammals, and birds where necessary (see Dunbar and Shultz). Each species does not just occupy an ecological niche, it also constructs that niche by influencing the external conditions. An increase in brain size may change the conditions, and when such evolutionary feedback loops occur, cause and effect become impossible to disentangle. As we look at the current endpoints of a long evolutionary history, such a model cannot and should not look for causal pathways, but only for patterns of correlated evolution. As a result, although the cost and benefit approaches obviously complement each other, their combination in a predictive model is not trivial, since many correlates of brain size can be interpreted either way. For example, a high-quality diet may indicate increased digestive efficiency and thus be an independent external determinant that is relevant for understanding brain size variation from an energetic perspective but, on the other hand, it may also reflect a cognitive benefit of an enhanced ability to find or gain access to high-quality food items. Therefore, most studies so far have concentrated on one or the other approach and, until recently, most focused on benefits. Here, we place the emphasis on reviewing the empirical evidence for energetic correlates of brain size evolution. We discuss each potential correlate separately and then test whether a combination of various factors explains more of the existing variation in primate brain size than does any single factor.

Our second aim is to apply these insights to human evolution. Starting from a statistical model for...
BENEFIT APPROACHES

Several behavioral characteristics have been suggested as the specific selective agent that enabled a decrease in mortality and, ultimately, an extension of the maximum observed life span in relatively large-brained species. The hypotheses can broadly be divided into those focusing on either social or ecological benefits of enhanced cognitive abilities (reviewed for example in Deaner, Barton, and van Schaik). Social skills comprise social strategizing or pair-bonding, whereas ecological skills involve spatial orientation to find food patches or remember their location, dietary flexibility, food processing, tool use, extractive foraging, or predator recognition and avoidance.

The best known benefits-oriented explanation of brain size evolution argues that the social environment is likely to provide the context in which behavioral flexibility is most beneficial. Thus, the Social Brain Hypothesis proposed that living in large groups is feasible only if the animals are able to monitor and remember social relationships. This idea thus links increased brain size to the evolution of large and complex social groups in primates. In nonprimates, this group-size prediction was supported for some lineages but not others. Therefore, the hypothesis was slightly modified to argue that in birds or mammals other than primates the most complex form of social relationship is the pair bond, which explains the positive correlation between the occurrence of pair bonds and brain size in artiodactyls and carnivores, as well as birds. Because primates have friendships that function like the pair bonds in other lineages, the primate pattern also fits this new explanation. The Social Brain Hypothesis also explains why, over evolutionary time, those lineages that had social bonds or pair bonds showed steep increases over time, whereas those that did not failed to do so.

Although the Social Brain Hypothesis explains much of the variation of relative brain (and especially neocortex) size in cercopithecoid primates, it does not account for some striking grade shifts. For instance, lemurs appear to experience similar social challenges, but are clearly less encephalized than monkeys. Therefore, we will pursue the idea that some grade shifts arise because of problems in generating sufficient energy or a large enough survival benefit for selection to have favored increased brain size.

ECOLOGY AND GENERAL FLEXIBILITY

A relatively large brain may preferentially evolve in those species or lineages that rely on a variety of cognitive skills to obtain food or avoid predators or parasites. The causal link is straightforward: more skilled individuals acquire more or better food and are better at avoiding starvation, predation, or infections, thus surviving longer and producing more surviving offspring. This idea is supported by correlations between survival rates, invasion success, or longevity, on one hand, and brain size or innovation rates on the other hand. However, if survival is increased, life-history theory predicts that other aspects of life history will follow suit. The evidence of prolonged development periods in larger-brained species may thus simply be an inevitable consequence of prolonged life span. Attempts to determine which of the life-history variables is most closely linked to brain size and thus the most likely driver of the correlations between brain and life history in evolution are therefore rather futile. All life-history traits covary; therefore, the results of multivariate regression analyses are mostly determined by the different amounts of error variation within each variable. The variable measured with the highest accuracy will turn out to explain most of the variation in brain size, while others are dropped from the model. Consequently, studies of different datasets or using slightly
because brain tissue is among the most energetically expensive tissues of the body\(^3\) and its energy consumption rate varies only slightly between various brain regions or during different activities.\(^{29}\) Thus, the energy costs of the brain cannot be temporarily reduced without risking permanent damage.\(^{30}\) The overall energy costs of brains are surprisingly high. Humans spend about 20\%-25\% of their resting metabolism on the brain (neonates even over 60\%); costs are also considerable for other animals, especially small ones.\(^{31}\) Increased brain size generally leads to cognitive benefits, but whether those benefits also produce a net fitness benefit depends on whether the energetic costs of an increase in brain size are met or whether they generate a sufficient survival or reproductive benefit to outweigh these energetic costs.

Building on earlier hypotheses\(^{4,32,33}\) we proposed the Expensive Brain Framework,\(^{34}\) which postulates that the costs of a brain that is relatively larger than that of the ancestral species can be met by a stable increase in overall net energy input or by changing the allocation of energy to other functions such as production, digestion, or locomotion (Fig. 2, lower part). These options are nonexclusive and their feasibility is largely determined by the taxon-specific characteristics of ecology and life style. Socioecological factors affect a species’ potential to follow one or the other of these pathways to pay for an evolutionary increase in brain size. Moreover, changes in habitat or life style can occur independently from cognitive traits, but they nevertheless can change the energy budget of a species or shape the reaction space of the evolutionary feedback loops. We refer to such extrinsic modifications of the various pathways as “boosters” or “filters” (Fig. 2). In the following, we review the available comparative evidence for the cost side of explaining brain size variation. Although we will first look at each pathway separately, we also integrate previous hypotheses and findings into the new combined framework, which allows us to better understand related interactions of the traits involved.

**INCREASING NET ENERGY INTAKE**

The first pathway to evolve a larger brain is an increase in basal metabolic rate (BMR)\(^4\) which must be stable over time to avoid brain starvation (Fig. 2). This can be achieved by a change of diet toward food items of higher quality that have higher energetic value or are easier to digest,\(^{32,33,35}\) provided that the concomitant increase in foraging effort is not too large. Net energy intake rate is the difference between the rates of energy intake from food and the energy costs of acquisition per time. Although not every change in dietary intake is necessarily reflected in a change of the BMR of a species,\(^{36}\) we found a significant correlation between BMR and diet quality\(^{37}\) in primates, provided that the existence of two hypometabolic clades, Loridea and Lemuridae, is taken into account (\(N = 29\) primate species; phylogenetic least-squares regression, BMR as response, body mass and hypometabolism as covariates: \(F = 402.5, \text{diet quality } p < 0.001, \text{estimate } = 0.596; \text{data from Isler et al.}\(^{38}\) and Rowe and Myers\(^{39}\)).

Across placental mammals, we found a significantly positive correlation between BMR and brain size,
controlling for phylogenetic relations and body mass. Using additional measurements of BMR in primates and a new compilation of primate encephalization indices of more than 7,000 skulls, we then found that differences in BMR explain up to 35% of the variation in relative brain size among primates, or vice versa. Because it will happen only rarely that a change in external environment alone, without any cognitive changes, will improve diet quality, this interspecific correlation between BMR and brain size is a classic case of correlated evolution, in which each variable depends on the other and no causal direction can be identified.

**ALLOCATION TRADEOFFS**

The most renowned allocation trade-off with regard to brain size, the *Expensive Tissue Hypothesis*, suggests an energetic trade-off between brain tissue and the size of the digestive tract. This hypothesis was proposed by Aiello and Wheeler to explain the enormous degree of encephalization in humans. The original study reported a negative correlation between gut mass and brain size in 18 anthropoid primate species, but the authors themselves recognized that the methodology was not optimal. Comprehensive comparative studies in bats and birds did not find the trade-off, but energetic costs of digestion would perhaps not be expected to play much of a role in flying animals that are known for very short food retention times.

Using a new sample of matching organ mass and encephalization indices for 100 mammalian species, including 23 primates, we recently rejected the validity of the *Expensive Tissue Hypothesis* as a general principle in mammals or primates. However, it may still explain the special case of humans as compared to great apes or part of the brain size variation in other taxa. Indeed, in a laboratory setting, guppies selected for large brains exhibited reduced gut size.

---

**Figure 2. Benefits, costs, and fitness effects of a change toward relatively larger brain size.** This graph depicts the pathways through which energetic costs may decrease fitness (bottom arrows) and through which the benefits of enhanced cognitive performance may increase fitness (top arrows). It also shows the selective feedback loops that lead to the coevolution of life history, metabolic rate, and brain size (vertical arrows). The currently observed combinations of traits represent equilibrium points; therefore, the arrows do not indicate cause and effect. The balance of costs and benefits is affected by independent processes that reduce benefits (filters) or reduce energy costs (boosters). Changes in life style or habitat may affect the feasibility of following some of these pathways by imposing a filter on their evolution. First, severe climatic variability or digestive adaptations to a low-fiber diet may prevent a stable increase in energy throughput (energy filter). Second, small body size may lead to high extrinsic mortality through predation that cannot be altered by cognitive performance (life-history filter). These filters prevent the translation of cognitive benefits of large brains into fitness benefits and therefore actually prevent large brains from evolving in the species or lineages affected by these factors. On the other hand, cost reductions should also affect the feasibility of some pathways. Thus, energy subsidies during breeding (allomaternal care), a change in diet toward high-caloric food, or morphological adaptations toward more efficient locomotor style (“boosters” of energy) can reduce or eliminate the negative effect on fitness due to the energetic costs of relatively large brains and thus facilitate the evolution of relatively larger brains in lineages or species that exhibit such a change in life style.
Even so, although selection experiments can yield proof-of-principle for a functional link between brain size and another trait, their results need not necessarily explain the evolutionary history of species under specific natural conditions, especially if all other evidence points in the opposite direction. The case therefore remains open. Moreover, selection experiments are feasible for only a few small, fast-reproducing model species such as fruit flies or guppies, but the adaptive responses in large, long-lived, and socially bonded animals may not be the same as those found in model species.\(^4\) Therefore, the alternative approach—the broad approach of comparing species or populations using a phylogenetically informed statistical method—remains indispensable.

Although Aiello and coworkers\(^4\) considered this less likely than a gut-brain trade-off, we proposed\(^4\) that a trade-off with another expensive organ, such as the liver, the summed weight of all visceral organs, or a more abundant but less expensive tissue such as muscles, could also be used to pay for the increased energy consumption of the brain in relatively large-brained species. In birds, for instance, brain size is negatively correlated with pectoral muscle mass, controlling for phylogenetic relatedness and body mass.\(^4\) A reanalysis of the data, this time controlling for body mass minus the mass of the involved organs, confirms the result; that is, Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares (PGLS) analysis of residual brain mass versus residual pectoral muscle mass, \(N = 194\), lambda = 0.930, \(p = 0.011\). Although muscles do not use up much energy during rest, a conflict between the supply of the brain and the flight muscles could exist during peak performance, for example during takeoff or sustained performance of muscles over a longer period, as in migration. Further preliminary support for this idea comes from the finding that primate brains are under-muscled as compared with other mammals,\(^4\) despite the observation that exercise capacity as proxied by maximum metabolic rate is positively correlated with relative brain size in mammals.\(^4\) Empirical validation of such direct trade-offs is often hampered by the lack of high-quality data for a sufficient number of species, especially as proper tests would also need to include a measure of energy throughput such as the BMR. However, since artificial selection experiments demonstrate the existence of direct trade-offs, we should not neglect their potential role in explaining the evolutionary history of a species and make an effort to collect more data. Indeed, further insight into a potential gut-brain trade-off during human evolution critically depends on the availability of detailed body composition data on great apes.

In sum, the pathway of paying for increased brain size by an allocation trade-off seems most feasible when a rather drastic change in life style (for example, a more digestible diet or cheaper locomotion) alleviates the negative fitness effects of a reduced allocation to these competing functions, provided that the shift in life style did not rely on improved cognitive abilities. This may explain why such adaptive shifts are expressed mostly between higher-level taxa (hence the grade shifts) rather than occurring frequently enough within an adaptive radiation of related species to show up in a phylogenetically informed comparative study.

**BRAIN SIZE AND PRODUCTION**

Another possible trade-off exists between allocation to the brain and to production; that is, growth and reproduction.\(^4\) These are among the energetically most costly functions within an individual’s lifetime. We therefore proposed a trade-off between brain size and production, both at the level of mothers, since breeding is the most strenuous period for an adult female animal,\(^4\) and at the level of offspring, because immatures are relatively larger-brained than adults and their growing differentiating brains require even more energy.\(^5\) Guppy females selected for relatively large brains produced fewer offspring than did smaller-brained lines.\(^5\) Experiments on fruit flies even demonstrated an induced cost of learning, with learning trials reducing subsequent fertility.\(^5\) Supporting correlations between brain size and development have also been found in both mammals and birds.\(^3,4\)

To derive a more precise prediction of the Expensive Brain Framework, we consider, in addition to the fast-slow continuum, variation in another partly independent dimension of life, namely developmental state at birth (preocial or altricial). Because altricial species usually produce many young and precocial ones singletons, developmental state is correlated with litter size.\(^5\) In contrast to other hypotheses, the expensive brain idea predicts that the operation of the brain size-production trade-off differs between development modes. Indeed, we found that in large-brained precocial mammals single offspring grow more slowly, whereas large-brained altricial mammals reduce reproductive investment by reducing litter size.\(^3\) They do not need to prolong development periods, as in most species the constraint is energetic and not temporal.\(^4\)

Enhanced cognition may be able to produce a fitness benefit only if survival is sufficiently high, and thus if it is accompanied by offspring quality. The latter can be proxied by the relative size of neonates, as relatively larger size improves their chances of survival.\(^5\) Indeed, while altricial and precocial mammals do not show an overall difference in relative brain size, within each group larger-brained species produce larger neonates and thus have a prolonged gestation period.\(^3\) We even expect that neonate mass is still positively correlated with brain size if differences in adult mortality are statistically controlled for by including maximum life span as a covariate (c.f. Fig. 3).

**THE LIFE-HISTORY FILTER**

In theory, the reduced reproductive rate of relatively large-brained species could be fully offset by increased survival and a prolonged reproductive life span. As discussed earlier, larger-brained species gain a fitness benefit
if their enhanced cognitive flexibility translates into improved survival (Fig. 2, upper part). Thus, we would not expect a lineage to evolve larger brains if a high level of unavoidable mortality prevents a positive fitness effect of enhanced cognition.17 This “life-history filter” explains some grade shifts in relative brain size between taxa, such as arboreal and ground-living squirrels, which differ mainly in their predation risk.57 It may also explain why in mammals as a group, and within both terrestrial Carnivora and Rodentia, the amount of allomaternal care is positively correlated with brain size, controlling for several potentially confounding variables such as diet and nocturnality.63 Thus, the evolution of cooperative breeding generally favors increased brain size. In nonhuman primates, however, energy subsidies from allomaternal care are invested in an increased reproductive rate, while brains are even smaller than in independently breeding species.63 The best explanation for this anomaly is that among nonhuman primates help mainly comes in the form of infant carrying. Also, because these are precocial mammals a large proportion of brain growth occurs in utero, during which help is not effective.

**THE ENERGY FILTER**

Since, as noted earlier, the brain depends on a continuous supply of energy and may suffer permanent damage from starvation,30 temporal stability of dietary intake is another factor that should affect brain size evolution. In selection experiments, fruit flies selected for high learning ability produced larvae that were less resistant to adverse conditions,65 whereas fruit flies selected for their ability to survive environmental stress slowly that they are very susceptible to the risk of going extinct because they cannot recover from crashes or respond genetically to rapid changes in optimum phenotypes.61 Even species with very low extrinsic mortality rates, such as extant orangutans,62 are threatened by their limited ability to respond genetically to novel adaptive challenges.

But how can a taxon with a large brain size for its lineage break through the gray ceiling of its lineage? We suspect that the most feasible way is a change in life style toward distributing the costs of offspring production over more individuals than just the mother. Indeed, we found that a booster, energy subsidies during breeding, in the form of allomaternal help, alleviates the trade-off between production and brain size.63,64 In placental mammals as a group, and within both terrestrial Carnivora and Rodentia, the amount of allomaternal care is positively correlated with brain size, controlling for several potentially confounding variables such as diet and nocturnality.63 Thus, the evolution of cooperative breeding generally favors increased brain size. In nonhuman primates, however, energy subsidies from allomaternal care are invested in an increased reproductive rate, while brains are even smaller than in independently breeding species.63 The best explanation for this anomaly is that among nonhuman primates help mainly comes in the form of infant carrying. Also, because these are precocial mammals a large proportion of brain growth occurs in utero, during which help is not effective.
performed worse in learning tasks.\textsuperscript{66} Thus, we predicted that between species relative brain size is negatively correlated with the degree of seasonality in energy intake, as assessed by variation in the energy content of the diet. This was confirmed for all major primate grades: strepsirrhine primates,\textsuperscript{37} Old World primates,\textsuperscript{67} and New World primates.\textsuperscript{68}

In the latter two lineages, we also found a cognitive buffer effect, in that relative large-brained species exhibit less seasonal variation in diet composition than the seasonality of their habitat would suggest. In these analyses, we distinguished between environmental seasonality of the habitat and the degree of seasonality that is experienced by the animals. While the latter reflects the actual energetic constraint and is thus always negatively correlated with brain size, cognitive buffering can reduce or even cancel the effect of habitat seasonality on brain size. In some birds, the resulting correlation between brain size and habitat seasonality is even positive.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, the most striking implication of our results\textsuperscript{67} is that an energetic constraint can coexist with a cognitive buffer effect. However, the evolution of relatively large brains in seasonal environments, as predicted by the Cognitive Buffer Hypothesis, is not found among primates and is expected only if the energetic constraint is weak.

Some lemur species are renowned for buffering the extreme fluctuations of their habitat by physiological strategies such as daily torpor or hibernation during the dry season.\textsuperscript{69} To survive, they rely on fat storage. Indeed, across all mammals, we noted a consistent negative correlation between the mass of adipose depots and brain size.\textsuperscript{44} This negative correlation was most strongly expressed in specimens of wild provenance and in females (and thus especially in wild-derived females). We therefore proposed that most mammals follow one of two usually incompatible strategies to avoid starvation in lean periods; these are a physiological buffer involving fat storage or a cognitive buffer involving cognitive flexibility to find food. Although fat tissue is not metabolically costly, its cost consists in having to be carried around, which increases locomotion costs and hampers swift escapes from predators. Combining the two strategies would therefore be possible only if the costs of transport of additional body fat are small as, for example, in aquatic animals or perhaps even bipeds.\textsuperscript{44}

Because the negative correlation between fat deposits and brain size was found as a side result of our test of the Expensive Tissue Hypothesis, it warrants validation from an independent sample.

**A COMBINED ANALYSIS**

To sum up so far, the strong comparative support for the various predictions of the Expensive Brain Framework makes it plausible that brain size could increase only where the animals involved could achieve a stable rise in overall energy throughput, reduce energy allocation to a competing function, or change their life style to ameliorate the trade-off between production and brain size. Only then will a cognitive benefit in the social or ecological domain be translated into a fitness benefit; thus, only then will selection be able to favor an increase in brain size. Further, when these conditions are satisfied, high social tolerance or prolonged contact between offspring and parents or other tolerant adults would lead to even stronger selection on increased cognitive abilities and thus, brain size.\textsuperscript{39} To test the explanatory power of this framework, we conducted a multivariate, combined analysis of the effects of the various factors that have been shown to correlate with relative brain size across nonhuman primates.

Note that, due to co-evolutionary processes, the factors depicted in Figure 2 can no longer be regarded as reflecting either cost or benefit. Maximum life span, for example, is on one hand the result of decreased mortality as a consequence of the life-saving effect of enhanced cognitive abilities (and thus a benefit of larger brains); on the other hand, it can be used as a proxy for extrinsic mortality risks (and thus a filter preventing the evolution of larger brains in species with high unavoidable mortality). Likewise, higher diet quality can be seen either as a benefit, if larger-brained species manage to obtain better food through cognitive means, or as an energy booster, if the change in diet is brought about by extrinsic changes in food availability that are not affected by cognition. While we do not insist on categorizing each factor according to its role in the framework, it is nevertheless crucial to include several explanatory variables in a test model, even if they are only proxies of the “true” underlying factors. Otherwise, the hidden effects of neglected factors are likely to result in either spurious findings or in masking valid correlations.

In our view, the best approach to model correlated evolution is a multiple regression with brain size as the response variable. (Path analysis does not seem justified in this case, as correlated evolution leads to the loss of unidirectional causality, and niche construction to the blurring of external and internal factors). However, a straightforward model selection approach is difficult because some variables are available only for a subset of species. We therefore applied a stepwise procedure that considers both the explanatory power and the reduction in sample size that arises from the inclusion of an additional predictor variable.

In a first model, only two variables were included: maximum life span, reflecting the extrinsic mortality risk toward which the investment in maintenance and repair of an organism is optimized, and BMR, which represents the metabolic throughput of an organism at rest. Both of these variables reflect the degree to which organisms could pass the life-history and energy filters. However, since BMR is available only for a limited sample of primates and reliable data are especially scarce for large-bodied haplorhines, we also conducted an alternative analysis in which the energy level is proxied by dietary quality and annual stability of diet composition, as defined before.\textsuperscript{37} Using diet quality instead of BMR yields a larger sample, which makes
it possible to include other variables that may affect variation in brain size, such as neonate mass as a proxy for infant mortality risk, allomaternal energy subsidies as a proxy for buffering the energetic bottleneck during the most strenuous reproductive period, or group size as a proxy for the opportunities for social learning of juveniles. Because the various hypotheses postulate the action of mutually compatible processes, our framework predicts that a combination of these factors should provide a better explanation for variation in relative brain size than any single factor. In a model selection procedure, models with differing numbers of predictor variables can be compared as long as the sample size is equal. Moreover, if human characteristics fit the pattern predicted by the primate model, including humans in the model should increase the explained proportion of brain size variation even further.

The first model, including only maximum life span and BMR, explains about 46% of variation in relative brain size (N = 28 species). The second, larger set of models (Fig. 3), where BMR was proxied by diet quality, maximum life span, and diet quality, explain about 43% of the variation in relative brain size of nonhuman primates. Replacing diet quality with annual stability of diet composition yields an $r^2$ of 51.5%; including both of these variables yields a nonsignificant contribution of diet quality, as they are largely collinear in this sample. With the additional variable, neonate mass, the proportion of variation explained increases to a total of 79%. In an analogous phylogenetically informed model, both allomaternal care and group size also exert a significant effect on brain size, although their inclusion increases $r^2$ only slightly, to 82.5%.

This sequence of models shows that the effects on brain size are additive and nonexclusive, as expected. That the social factors (allomaternal care and group size) explain only a modest amount of variation is also expected because potential socio-cognitive benefits should be widespread among primates. In the end, it is the ability to afford the energetic costs of larger brains that determines the extent to which lineages can actually realize these benefits.

These findings underscore the importance of ecology in primate brain-size evolution: In most cases, having larger brains requires that individuals meet the increased energy demands by improving diet or reducing seasonality. Alternatively, they must translate cognitive benefits into survival benefits, often by reducing starvation or predation. Consequently, we suspect that some of the social benefits of larger brains, amply documented among primates, must have an important ecological component. Indeed, survival and reproduction are known to be improved by the ability to form strong social bonds and, presumably, effective pair bonds in other mammals or birds, as well as by social learning of a variety of ecological skills.

When we include humans in the analysis, the proportion of variation explained by the model is about 5% larger in most models. In particular, adding allomaternal care and group size does increase $r^2$ even more, up to a total of 86% of explained variation in relative brain size (Fig. 3). This indicates that our exceptionally large-brained species exhibits a similar suite of traits that is also correlated with large brains in primates in general.

A SCENARIO FOR HUMAN ENCEPHALIZATION

Building on these results, we will conclude this review by looking into evolutionary history to identify processes relevant to hominin evolution that are known to affect the energy available to the brain. We also attempt to find the order in which these processes appeared and discuss potential correlates of human brain size that have not been included in the comparative model, either because they do not exist in nonhuman primates (efficient bipedalism) or because sufficient data are lacking (fat storage).

Regarding the evolution of our own lineage, there is archeological and fossil evidence of various factors that, at one point or another, should have permitted an increase in relative brain size during hominin evolutionary history (Table 1). Although the available evidence is too scarce to allow detailed matching and timing of the events, we argue for a scenario in which the evolution of traits follows a specific order. In the hominin lineage, brain size has continuously increased, both absolutely and relative to body size, during the past 2 million years, albeit not in a linear fashion and possibly involving major shifts in the cognitive niche. Thus, it is easy to imagine a positive feedback process involving reduced mortality due to reduced predation, improved diet quality, and reduced experienced seasonality. It is harder to identify the factor or factors that pushed our ancestors into this co-evolutionary feedback loop. It seems that technology and cooperation were effectively used in the hunting or scavenging context as early as 2.5 million years ago (although with unknown frequency), while we will detail how prosocial care and efficient locomotion are documented only at 1.8 million years. However, this order may be due to a taphonomic bias because the time period between 2.5 and 2 million years ago yielded various archeological remains, such as stone tools and cut marks, whereas fossil remains of Homo are scarce and their affiliations often are disputed.

On the other hand, evidence of any of these features in australopithecines is either very indirect (such as large neonates, inferred from adult brain size) or their implications are not widely accepted (such as the reduced canine honing complex in Ardipithecus ramidus as evidence of pair bonds).

It seems reasonable to conclude that at around 1.8 million years ago, by which time Homo erectus/ergaster was well established, a distinct human-like combination of traits had developed, which included more efficient bipedalism, cooperative hunting of big game or confrontational scavenging in large groups, and the use of weapons as defense against predators. A rare combination of cognitive
buffering (for example, by extractive foraging and tool use) and physiological buffering by an increased amount of body fat \(^{81, 82}\) allowed early humans to thrive in the increasingly seasonal habitats of early Pleistocene Africa \(^{82}\) and to keep their new diet composition relatively stable across seasons.\(^ {83, 84}\)

It remains to be studied whether efficient bipedalism played a role in making such an unusual combination feasible or whether reduced energy expenditure for locomotion \(^{85}\) was achieved simply by a marked reduction in energetically demanding climbing.\(^ {86}\) In our lineage, the total daily energy expenditure increased,\(^ {87}\) but was there also an increase in BMR relative to the ancestral state of the common ancestor with \(\text{Pan}\)? The only available data for nonhuman hominoid BMR stem from immature or young adult chimpanzees (out of 27 individuals, most were infants younger than 3 years; seven individuals labeled as adults were between 6 and 10 years; only five individuals were between 10 and 15 years\(^ {88}\)). These chimpanzees probably had a much lower proportion of body fat than the average human,\(^ {89}\) which thus yields an overestimate of chimpanzee BMR. A recalculation of Bruhn’s original data \(^ {88}\) yields an average daily BMR of 1,250 kcal for a 50-kg chimpanzee. Taking into account the likely difference in the proportion of body fat, a 39–50kg chimp uses about 1,080 to 1,250 kcal for basal sustenance per day, whereas a contemporary human of the same fat-free body mass (36–46 kg) uses between 1,230 and 1,500 kcal daily (data of !Kung and Ache taken from Froehle and Schöning\(^ {90}\)). In conclusion, the only available data on chimpanzee BMR do indeed suggest that not only daily energy expenditure, but also BMR relative to fat-free body mass increased at one point during hominin evolution.

Nevertheless, the question remains of how the coevolutionary cycle of changes toward the technology-dominated hominin foraging niche and increased brain size got started. To explain convincingly why the hominin lineage, but not other great apes, leaped into a new technology-based co-evolutionary loop, we must look for a trait that is found only in humans, the origin of which did not depend on the previously evolved presence of enhanced cognitive abilities. Two candidates are available: cooperative breeding and cooperative hunting.

Based on a model of extant primates, we found that intensive allomaternal care, including provisioning of both mothers and dependent offspring, could have allowed ancestral humans to expand their brains beyond the gray ceiling of ape brain size, which we tentatively and conservatively estimated to be about 600–700 cc.\(^ {91}\) Cooperative breeding can evolve in relatively small-brained primates,\(^ {92}\) making it a good candidate for an external booster that allowed us to enter a new coevolutionary feedback loop.

It might be objected that cooperative breeding and prosocial tendencies are usually restricted to family-living mammals with social monogamy.\(^ {93}\) Because extant humans are overwhelmingly nonmonogamous\(^ {94}\) and sexually dimorphic in size, yet show the extensive allomaternal care expected from cooperative breeders, we suspect that cooperative breeding in the hominin lineage showed a different historical trajectory.

The routine acquisition of large amounts of meat, beginning at ca 2.5 million years ago\(^ {73}\) and probably increasing in importance by the time of \(\text{Homo erectus}\),\(^ {79, 80}\) implies some level of cooperative hunting or scavenging, which inevitably led to food sharing simply because cooperating males could not eat large packages of meat in one sitting. Thus, a change in diet toward high-quality foods that could effectively be shared with others, presumably including female friends (pregnant or lactating) and their offspring, would have led to amelioration of the production trade-off with brain size. This scenario would let extensive allomaternal care arise from cooperative hunting.

Among extant foragers, provisioning and babysitting by postreproductive females and communal nursing
among mothers are additional and important components of allomaternal care. In primates, as opposed to the situation in other mammals, communal breeding (the sharing of duties among breeding females) exhibits a positive correlation with brain size. Female bonding and eventually grandmothering are therefore probably also part of the picture of human brain-size evolution. At present, we cannot say when grandmothering and the concomitant lengthening of postreproductive life span arose in the human lineage. Although dental eruption patterns suggest that the modern human-like developmental pace evolved very recently, this was not necessarily closely linked to the evolution of menopause. Available comparative evidence is of limited use to resolve this issue since communal care by other breeding females and care by males and older siblings are rather independent dimensions of allomaternal care in mammals and primates.

To gain more insight, future comparative studies will need to carefully define and evaluate the dimensions of cooperative and communal breeding, as well as cooperative hunting, in the few animal lineages that exhibit a combination of these traits.

In conclusion, the archeological evidence for big-game hunting or scavenging at an early stage in the evolution of the genus Homo points toward a major role of cooperative hunting, which led to male food sharing as a trigger for the remarkable increase in hominin brain size. Provisioning and babysitting by postreproductive females and communal nursing among breeding females may have pre- or postdated this change in life style but, from the comparative evidence, we suspect that female help on its own would not have allowed for the evolution of the uniquely human combination of traits that arose between 2.5 and 2 million years ago.
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